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October 10, 2007 (Second Edition) 
 
One of the responsibilities of the District Advancement Committee is to review project plans that 
Eagle Scout candidates have created for their Eagle Scout Leadership Service Project. I joined 
the committee about a year and a half ago, and in working to come up to speed I found that 
there was no one place to go to get all the requirements that apply to the project. With help from 
other members of the committee I put this guide together in an attempt to collect the 
requirements in one place, and to provide some explanations and examples that could help 
Eagle Candidates (and their leaders and advisors) as they plan and work on their project. 
 
This guide is not a “cookbook” and does not contain a checklist, which when filled out would 
guarantee a completed project plan. Eagle Scout Leadership Service Projects vary over such a 
wide range that providing a “cookbook” method or checklist would not be possible, even if it 
were desirable. Each project, and therefore each project plan, is unique. The Eagle Candidate is 
encouraged to review this guide, other Scouts’ plans, and Internet sites for ideas and then to 
create his own project plan. The samples shown in this guide are just examples of how other 
Scouts have organized portions of their project plan. They represent just a few of many ways 
that can be successfully used. Some troops keep a library of project plans for review, check to 
see if yours is one of them. 
 
There is currently a well-written guide on-line at http://www.eaglescout.org/index.htm. 
 
I expect that this guide will grow to include more information in the future. If you have something 
that you would like to see added or addressed, please feel free to contact me. As of this writing, 
you can find me on the Council web site 
(http://www.scccbsa.org/files/2006_program_advancement_committee.pdf) and send me an 
email. 
 
This Second Edition contains some updated contact information and a few minor corrections. A 
statement that suggested a project had to be original in concept has been removed. 
Explanations of fundraising and when a project may be started have been added or expanded. 
 
 
Yours in Scouting, 
John Peters 
Pioneer District Advancement Chair 
 
 
DISCLAIMER: 
THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT AN OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE BOY SCOUTS OF 
AMERICA. ALTHOUGH BEST EFFORTS HAVE BEEN MADE, THERE IS NO GUARANTEE 
THAT THE REQUIREMENTS QUOTED HEREIN ARE ACCURATE, OR COMPLETE, OR 
HAVE NOT CHANGED SINCE THIS DOCUMENT’S PUBLICATION. THE INTERPRETATIONS 
AND EXPLANATIONS INCLUDED ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE BOY SCOUTS 
OF AMERICA. THIS DOCUMENT IS MEANT TO BE A GUIDE FOR EAGLE CANDIDATES 
AND THEIR MENTORS AND LEADERS. HOWEVER, ADHERENCE TO THE 
REQUIREMENTS, INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS HEREIN DOES NOT 
NECESSARILY GUARANTEE A SUCCESSFUL PROJECT PROPOSAL, OR PROJECT.  
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 Requirements for the Eagle Scout Leadership Service Project can be found in Advancement 
Committee Guide Policies and Procedures (pp. 27, 28), Boy Scout Handbook (Eleventh Edition) 
(pp. 173, 174, 181, 447), Boy Scout REQUIREMENTS 2007 (pp. 17, 20, 21), and Eagle Scout 
Leadership Service Project Workbook (18-927D, 2003 Printing).  
 
For reference, a complete list of the requirements extracted from these four documents and 
used in this guide is presented in Appendix A. 
 
This guide extracts the relevant requirements from each of those four publications, combines 
them into one document and rearranges them for easier reference. The extracted requirements 
are shown in Times New Roman font. This document also adds interpretations and explanations 
of some of the requirements, as made by the Pioneer District Advancement Committee. Those 
are shown in Times New Roman Italicized font. 
 
 
RANK AND AGE REQUIREMENTS 
 
All the work on the project must be done while a Life Scout and before the candidate’s 18th 
birthday (unless a time extension has been allowed).  
 
You can look for project ideas and talk to people about potential projects before becoming a Life 
Scout, but you can’t start planning or working on a project until you are a Life Scout. Though 
rare, an extension can be granted if extenuating circumstances prevent a Scout from completing 
the requirements for Eagle Scout prior to his 18th birthday. ”Extenuating circumstances are 
defined as conditions or situations that are totally beyond the control of the Scout or 
Venturer.” (Advancement Committee Guide, 2004 printing). The extension must be granted by 
the National Boy Scout Committee. 
 
 
POTENTIAL PROJECT IDEAS 
 
A Scout can consult people such as school administrators, religious leaders (clergy), local 
government department directors (civic officials), law enforcement officers, park department or 
land management personnel, or a United Way agency’s personnel for ideas and opportunities 
regarding service projects. 
District or council advancement committee also can be helpful by identifying possible projects. 
 
Your unit leader (Scoutmaster, Advisor or Coach) and troop committee members may also be 
good sources of ideas. 
 
An Eagle Scout project requires more hours of planning and effort than do projects for Star and 
Life. The project can be to construct something or can be to render a service. Here are a few 
service projects Scouts have done to fulfill this Eagle requirement: 
 

 Made trays to fasten to wheelchairs for veterans with disabilities at a Veterans 
Administration hospital. 
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 Collected used books and distributed them to people in the community who wanted and 
needed, but could not afford, books. 

 Built a sturdy footbridge across a brook to make a safe shortcut for children between their 
homes and school. 

 Worked with local law enforcement officials to organize and carry out a bicycle safety 
campaign. Trained fellow Scouts as inspectors and judges, then ran a bike rodeo that 
included a written safety test, bicycle safety check and skills contests in a bike rodeo 
promoting safe riding.* 

 Surveyed the remains of an old Spanish mission and prepared an accurate map relating it 
to the present church. 

 Built a “tot lot” in a big city neighborhood and set up a schedule for Boy Scouts to help 
run it. 

 Set up a community study center for children who needed a place to do schoolwork. 
 Trained fellow students as audiovisual aides for their school. Arranged for more than 200 

hours of audiovisual work. 
 Organized a used-toy collection. Supervised fellow Scouts in repairing the toys and 

delivering them to organizations serving disadvantaged children. 
 Planned and built a lawn sprinkling system at a church. Figured out the details of the 

construction, encouraged church members to donate the materials, then organized Scouts 
to dig the trenches and install the system. 

 Prepared plans for a footbridge on a trail in a national forest. Worked with rangers to 
learn the skills necessary to build the structure, gathered materials and tool, and then, 
with ranger guidance, directed a Scout work group to do the construction. 

 
* In Santa Clara County bike rodeos, blood drives and certain other activities have been 
offered often enough by various agencies that it is now possible to use one of these agencies’ 
prepared programs to plan and produce the activity. While approval of such a project is 
possible, it places such a large burden on the Eagle Candidate to develop sufficient 
leadership that such projects are discouraged. 

 
All these projects required the assistance of other Scouts. In each case, the Eagle Scout candidate 
planned the project, lined up the materials and the help he needed, and led the effort to get the 
work done. 
 
A trail maintenance or building project is an example of a conservation project. This is a caption 
to a picture in the Boy Scout Handbook. Check below for limitations regarding projects 
providing what would normally be regular maintenance. 
 
 
PROJECT QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 
 
A service or construction project, of real value, benefiting the environment, any religious 
institution, any school, the Scout’s community or other worthy group  
Project may not be performed for a business, be of a commercial nature, or be a fund-raiser, and 
may not involve council property or other BSA activities. 
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The project must provide real value to a non-profit group or the environment, but cannot be 
done to benefit the Boy Scouts. (We did, however, recently approve a project that benefits the 
Girl Scouts) .A fund-raiser, even for a non-profit group would not be acceptable.  
 
Fund-raising is permitted only for securing materials or supplies needed to carry out the project. 
 
This could be solicitation of donated materials and supplies, or fund-raising to get money to 
purchase materials and supplies. See more information on fundraising on page 20. 
 
Shall be meaningful service not normally expected of a Scout as part of his school, religious, or 
community activities 
Routine labor, or a job or service normally rendered, should not be considered. 
 
Project should be of significant magnitude to be special, it should be appropriate, and worth 
doing. 
 
Must conform to the wishes and regulations of those for whom the project is undertaken. 
 
You have to get approval and a signature from a representative of the beneficiary, before you 
can start your project (or even get an appointment for review by the Advancement Committee). 
Even better is to get a letter from the benefiting organization with a brief description of your 
project, and a signature. This could be valuable if the person who approved your project leaves 
the benefiting organization before you can start your project, or while your project is in process. 
The letter could make it easier to work with the new person to keep your project on track.  
 
The Scout must demonstrate the leadership skills he has learned in Scouting by planning and 
developing the project, organizing the personnel needed, and directing the project to its 
completion. 
 
While planning your project, take every opportunity you can to demonstrate leadership. One 
small example would be to plan to provide food for your volunteers (which is also a good way to 
encourage others to volunteer for your project) .Another would be to arrange for someone to 
document your project by taking pictures. Pictures are great to have for your Eagle Board of 
Review. 
 
There is no minimum number of hours that must be spent on carrying out the project; the amount 
of time spent by the Scout in planning his project and the actual working time spent carrying out 
the project should be sufficient for him to clearly demonstrate his leadership of others. 
 
At one time there was a rumor that you had to have at least a 100-hour project for it to be 
accepted. This has evidently never been an actual requirement. That being said, we find that 
projects which meet all the requirements usually fall in a rather broad range of 100 to 300 hours. 
Remember that the project man-hours include the time everyone spends on the project during 
planning and execution. 
 
Scout does the project outside the sphere of Scouting. 
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While the Eagle Candidate must demonstrate leadership, it does not have to be leadership of 
other Scouts. He may lead Scouts, non-Scouts, or a combination of the two. 
 
Project should represent the candidate’s best possible effort. 
 
Two Eagle candidates may not receive credit for (working on) the same project. 
 
Construction projects (benches, sidewalks, fences, etc.) make perfectly good Eagle Projects. 
However, if you have an idea for a different type of project that you would like to do, the District 
Advancement Committee encourages you to pursue it. Almost any project idea can be turned into 
an Eagle Project if it can be made to meet the requirements stated above. If you have questions 
about the suitability of an idea, call the Advancement Committee Chair (currently John Peters at 
408-378-1766) to discuss it. If necessary, we will invite you to discuss it with several committee 
members at a regularly scheduled project proposal review meeting. 
 
 
PROJECT PLAN REQUIREMENTS 
 
Project should represent the candidate’s best possible effort. 
 
The project proposal is part of the overall project, and it is expected that you will put forth your 
best possible effort in creating your proposal. 
 
As you plan and carry out your leadership service project, use the Eagle Scout Leadership 
Service Project Workbook, BSA publication No. 18-927D to record your plans and progress. 
Remember that others will be reading these pages. You should print, type, or write legibly using 
black or blue ink. Complete the form on a computer if you have access to an electronic version. 
You may add as many pages as needed to thoroughly complete the workbook. 
 
You must have an original copy of the Service Project Workbook. You must fill out page 1 and 
have the signatures of the benefiting organization’s representative, your unit leader and your 
unit committee member on page 9 BEFORE you can make an appointment for an Eagle Project 
Proposal Review meeting. You must bring this Service Project Workbook to the Review meeting. 
 
You may write up your project without doing so in the Service Project Workbook (except for 
pages 1 and 9 as stated above). Many Scouts write up their projects on a computer, which is 
acceptable as long as all of the items from pages 4 through 11 in the Service Project Workbook 
are addressed in the write-up. There is a Rich Text version of the Service Project Workbook 
available on the Internet, but at this time the wording is not the same as in the printed Service 
Project Workbook. The wording in the printed Service Project Workbook takes precedence. Also, 
if using the Rich Text version, do not include the “The 12 Steps from Life to Eagle” section in the 
write-up. 
 
Who will benefit from the project and how will they benefit? 
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What official from the group benefiting from the project will be contacted for guidance in 
planning the project? 
 
Include the name of the group and the group’s address. Detail how the group will benefit from 
the project. In some cases, more than one contact needs to be given, i.e. a project at a school 
where one of the teachers is providing the guidance, but the principal must approve the project. 
 
Record the progress of your project. Keep a record of how much time you spend planning and 
carrying out the project.  
 
Keep a record of the time spent by you and others in planning your project, on a man-hour basis. 
For instance, if you spend half an hour at a store working with an employee to put together a 
projected cost of materials, note the date, a brief description of what took place (i.e. “Worked on 
quote with George Clark at Western Supply”), and the number of man-hours involved. In this 
example there would be one man-hour because two of you each spent a half an hour. Keeping 
track of each participant’s time to the nearest 15 minutes is usually sufficient, but you may use 
another increment if you see fit. When you meet with the Project Proposal Review Committee, 
have the total number of man-hours spent planning your project written in your proposal. 
 
Some samples from recent project plans are shown below. You do not have to follow any of these 
layouts, but they might give you some ideas for your project plan. 
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Plan your work by describing the present condition, the method, materials to be used, project 
helpers, and a time schedule for carrying out the project.  
How many people will be recruited to help carry out the project? 
If appropriate, include photographs of the area before you begin your project. Providing before-
and-after photographs of your project area can give a clear example of your effort. 
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This is where you lay out the details of how your project is to be accomplished. The goal is to 
have enough detail so that someone who is unfamiliar with your project could take your plans 
and accomplish the project.  
 
Write a paragraph or two describing the current situation and, if appropriate, what your project 
will do to change or improve that situation. Many project proposals will benefit greatly from 
pictures to help explain what is going on. If you will be using pictures, it would be a good idea to 
plan ahead and determine who will be taking them. 
 
Here are a couple of samples of project descriptions: 
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Describe how you will go about executing the project. 
 
Describe how many helpers will be needed for each part of your project, and how long you 
estimate each part will take. Put the project steps in the order that they will need to be done. At 
the end, add up the number of man-hours you estimate will be needed to accomplish your project. 
 
Here are some samples: 
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13 13 



 

14 14 



 

15 15 



 

16 16 



 
 
If appropriate, list the type and cost of any materials required to complete the project.  
Provide a list of materials required to complete the project, along with their cost. 
 
If your project requires materials, get a quote, even if the materials will be donated. List the full 
price for the materials, even if the supplier is planning to give you a discount. This way you can 
put an overall value on your project.  
 
In most cases you will want to get the best value for your benefiting organization. Two or more 
quotes will enable you to determine where you can get the best value. 
 
A couple of samples: 
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18 18 



 
 
Show the supplies and tools that will be required for your project, as well as their costs. You 
should include tool rental costs, even if discounted or waived, but you don’t have to show costs 
for tools loaned to you for use on your project. 
 
Two samples: 
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There is no BSA requirement that your project include fundraising, however, if you are going to 
be raising funds to pay for part or all of your project,  you will almost certainly be providing 
leadership in doing so. Make sure you document your fundraising plan and include the estimated 
time in your project man-hours.  
 
Fundraising that brings in money at the time (car washes, garage sales, can collecting, etc.) may 
not take place until you have all your project approvals. Fundraising that consists of soliciting 
and obtaining commitments for donated or discounted supplies or monetary donations for use in 
purchasing supplies may (and should) take place while you are planning your project.  
 
 
Describe any safety hazards you might face, and explain how you will ensure the safety of those 
carrying out the project. 
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This is a very important part of your plan. Power tools should only be operated by qualified 
individuals, usually adults. Safety gear (eye and hearing protection, gloves, etc.) must be 
provided where needed. Safety instructions should be given at the start of each work shift. 
 
Water and bathroom facilities must be made available to all volunteers. 
 
Guide to Safe Scouting requirements must be followed. This usually means that you must have at 
least two adults present at all times, at least one of which must have current Youth Protection 
Training. 
 
Have a first aid kit at the work site. Have a map showing how to get from your work site to the 
nearest hospital emergency room. 
 
Some projects make use of pressure treated wood. Anyone cutting, drilling, sanding, etc. 
pressure treated wood should wear eye protection and a dust mask. Anyone handling pressure 
treated wood should wash his hands before handling any food. 
 
Here are a couple of safety statements. Note that while they don’t address Youth Protection 
Training, your project plan should. 
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PROJECT APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
Use the Eagle Scout Leadership Service Project Workbook, BSA publication No. 18-927D 
Approved by unit leader, benefiting organization representative, unit committee, council or 
district advancement committee or their designee. 
 
BSA allows each Council to decide whether project approvals, and Eagle Boards of Review are 
to be held at the Council or District level. The Santa Clara County Council has decided that they 
will be held at the District level. 
 
The Scout must secure the prior approval of his unit leader, his unit committee, and the 
benefactor (sic) of the project. The project must also be reviewed and approved by the district or 
council advancement committee or their designee to make sure that it meets the stated standards 
for Eagle Scout service projects before the project is started. 
 
NOTE: All four sources of Eagle Scout Project requirements state that you may not start your 
project until you have all the required approvals.
 
Work on the project, and fundraising for the project may not start until all four approvals have 
been obtained and all four signatures have been placed on page 9 of the Service Project 
Workbook. Funds which already exist in a Scout Account, or similar account with a troop, may 
be used with the unit leader’s approval. It is permissible to obtain commitments of donated 
materials or discounts for materials while you are planning your project, but you may not 
actively raise funds or collect materials or supplies until your project has been approved. 
 
Start by getting verbal approval from your unit leader for your project idea. After you have 
written up your project plan, get a signature (and a letter, if possible) from the benefiting 
organization. Next get your unit leader’s signature, and then your unit committee 
representative’s signature. Once you have those three signatures you may contact the 
Advancement Committee Chair to set up an appointment for review of your project. 
 
Upon completion, the project must be reviewed by your district or council advancement 
committee.  
Preapproval of the project does not mean that the board of review will accept the way the project 
was carried out. 
 
After the project has been completed, the “Approvals for Completed Project” section on page 13 
of the Service Project Workbook must be filled out. Signatures of the Scout, his unit leader, and a 
representative of the benefiting organization are required, with dates, as well as the starting and 
ending dates of the project. A representative of the District will review the project at the Eagle 
Board of Review. The members of the Eagle Board of Review will make a determination, 
independent of the project’s original approval, as to whether or not the way the project was 
carried out meets the requirements. 
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EAGLE PROJECT REPORT REQUIREMENTS 
 

 In what ways did you demonstrate leadership of others? 
 Give examples of how you directed the project rather than doing the work yourself. 

 
One approach would be to use the Patrol Method to organize volunteers. Act as the” Senior 
Patrol Leader” and train one or more “Patrol Leaders” to lead groups of volunteers. 
Sometimes pictures are helpful in showing how you directed the project. 
 
 In what way did the religious institution, school, or community group benefit from the 

project? 
 Did the project follow the plan? 
 If changes to the plan were made, explain why the changes were necessary. 

If your original project plan changes at any time, be sure to document what the change was and 
the reason for the change. 
 
Changes to the plan provide another opportunity to demonstrate leadership. When a decision 
has to be made regarding a change, you may consult with anyone who has knowledge in the area 
or can provide advice, but it is up to you to make the final decision. Document it. 

 
Providing before-and-after photographs of your project area can give a clear example of your 
effort. 
Including photographs of your completed project (along with the “before” photographs …) helps 
present a clearer overall understanding of your effort. 
 
For most projects, “before”, “during” and “after” pictures make great documentation of your 
project for your Eagle Board of Review. 
 
Record the progress of your project. Keep a record of how much time you spend planning and 
carrying out the project. List who besides yourself worked on the project, the days they worked, 
the number of hours they worked each day, and the total length of time others assisted on the 
project. 
 
Create sign-in/sign/out sheets to keep track of the time your volunteers spent working on your 
project. Include an example in your project plan. 
 
The length of time spent should be sufficient for you to demonstrate your leadership of two or 
more individuals in planning and carrying out your project. 
Hours I spent… 
 Planning the project: 
 Carrying out the project: 
 Total hours I spent working on the project: 
Hours Spent by Scouts, Venturers, or Other Individuals Working on the Project 
Total number of hours others worked on the project: 
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For a grand total, add the total number of hours you spent on the project to the total number of 
hours others worked on the project: 
 
You already listed the hours spent planning the project. Here is where you list the time spent 
carrying out the project. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

 
From Advancement Committee Guide Policies and Procedures (pp. 27, 28): 
For a service project to qualify as an Eagle Scout service project, the Scout, while a Life Scout, 
must plan, develop, and give leadership to others in a service project benefiting any religious 
institution, school, or community. These projects, of course, must conform to the wishes and 
regulations of those for whom the project is undertaken. 
 
The Eagle Scout service project provides the opportunity for the Eagle Scout candidate to 
demonstrate the leadership skills he has learned in Scouting. He does the project outside the 
sphere of Scouting. 
 
As a demonstration of leadership, the Scout must plan the work, organize the personnel needed, 
and direct the project to its completion. 
 
Service to others is important. Work involving council property or other BSA activities is not 
acceptable for an Eagle Scout service project. The service project also may not be performed for 
a business, or be of a commercial nature, or be a fund-raiser. 
 
Routine labor, a job or service normally rendered, should not be considered. There is no 
minimum number of hours that must be spent on carrying out the project. The amount of time 
spent must be sufficient for the Scout to clearly demonstrate leadership skills. 
 
The Eagle Scout Service Project Workbook, No. 18-927, must be used to meet this requirement. 
 
The Scout must secure the prior approval of his unit leader, his unit committee, and the 
benefactor (sic) of the project. The project must also be reviewed and approved by the district or 
council advancement committee or their designee to make sure that it meets the stated standards 
for Eagle Scout service projects before the project is started. This preapproval of the project does 
not mean that the board of review will approve the way the project was carried out. 
 
… 
 
All the work on the project must be done while the candidate is a Life Scout and before the 
candidate’s 18th birthday, unless a time extension has been allowed. 
 
The Eagle Scout service project is an individual matter; therefore, two Eagle Scout candidates 
may not receive credit for working on the same project. 
 
The variety of service projects performed throughout the nation by Scouts earning their Eagle 
Award is staggering. For ideas and opportunities regarding service projects, the Scout can 
consult people such as school administrators, religious leaders, local government department 
directors, or a United Way agency’s personnel. 
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The district or council advancement committee also can be helpful by identifying possible 
projects. 
 
 
From the Boy Scout Handbook (Eleventh Edition) (pp. 173, 174, 181, 447): 
… 
The Eagle Scout service project requires that you be a leader. You must plan, develop, and 
provide leadership to others in a service project of real value benefiting the environment, your 
community, or a religious group, school, or other worthy group. Ideas for service projects may 
come from visits with school administrators, civic officials, clergy, law enforcement officers, and 
park department or land management personnel. 
 
Your idea for a project must be approved by your troop leader, troop committee, district or 
council advancement committee, and the recipient of the project before you begin. Upon 
completion, the project must be reviewed by your district or council advancement committee. 
 
An Eagle Scout project requires more hours of planning and effort than do projects for Star and 
Life. Here are a few service projects Scouts have done to fulfill this Eagle requirement: 

• Worked with local law enforcement officials to organize and carry out a bicycle safety 
campaign. Trained fellow Scouts as inspectors and judges, then ran a bike rodeo that 
included a bicycle safety check and contests promoting safe riding. 

• Organized a used-toy collection. Supervised fellow Scouts in repairing the toys and 
delivering them to organizations serving disadvantaged children. 

• Planned and built a lawn sprinkling system at a church. Figured out the details of the 
construction, encouraged church members to donate the materials, then organized Scouts 
to dig the trenches and install the system. 

• Worked with rangers to learn the skills necessary to build a footbridge in a national forest. 
Gathered materials and tools, and then, with ranger guidance, directed a Scout work 
group doing the construction. 

All these projects required the assistance of other Scouts. In each case, the Eagle Scout candidate 
planned the project, lined up the materials and the help he needed, and led the effort to get the 
work done. 
 
A trail maintenance or building project is an example of a conservation project. [Caption to 
picture showing four individuals working on a trail.] 
 
The Eagle Scout Leadership Service Project Workbook, BSA publication No. 18-927, can help 
you plan your service project, receive the necessary approvals for it, carry it out, and then 
provide a report upon completion. 
 
…. 
 
While a Life Scout, plan, develop, and give leadership to others in a service project helpful to 
any religious institution, any school, or your community. (The project should benefit an 
organization other than Boy Scouting.) The project idea must be approved by the organization 
benefiting from the effort, your Scoutmaster and troop committee, and the council or district 
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before you start. You must use the Eagle Scout Leadership Service Project Workbook, BSA 
publication No. 18-927, in meeting this requirement. 
 
 
From Boy Scout REQUIREMENTS 2007 (p. 17): 
While a Life Scout, plan, develop, and give leadership to others in a service project helpful to 
any religious institution, any school, or your community. (The project should benefit an 
organization other than Boy Scouting.) The project plan must be approved by the organization 
benefiting from the effort, your Scoutmaster and troop committee, and the council or district 
before you start. You must use the Eagle Scout Leadership Service Project Workbook, BSA 
publication No. 18-927D, in meeting this requirement. 
 
From Boy Scout REQUIREMENTS 2007 (pp. 20,21): 
While a Life Scout, a Scout must plan, develop, and give leadership to others in a service project 
to any religious institution, school or community. 
 
As a demonstration of leadership, the Scout must plan the work, organize the personnel needed, 
and direct the project to its completion. 
 
The Eagle service project is an individual matter; therefore, two Eagle candidates may not 
receive credit for the same project. 
 
Eagle Scout leadership service projects involving council property or other BSA activities are 
not acceptable for an Eagle service project. The service project also may not be performed for a 
business, be of a commercial nature, or be a fund-raiser. 
 
Routine labor, or a job or service normally rendered, should not be considered. An Eagle service 
project should be of significant magnitude to be special and should represent the candidate’s best 
possible effort. 
 
The Scout must submit his proposed project plan and secure the prior approval of his unit leader, 
unit committee, and district or council advancement committee, and the organization benefiting 
from the effort, to make sure that it meets the stated standards for Eagle Scout leadership service 
projects before the project is started. This preapproval of the project does not mean that the board 
of review will accept the way the project was carried out. 
 
… 
 
All the work on the project must be done while the candidate is a Life Scout and before the 
candidate’s 18th birthday. 
 
The variety of projects performed throughout the nation by Scouts earning their Eagle Scout 
Award is staggering. Only those living in an area can determine the greatest value and need for 
that area. Determine, therefore, whether the project is big enough, appropriate, and worth doing. 
For ideas and opportunities, the Scout can consult people such as school administrators, religious 
leaders, local government department directors, or a United Way agency’s personnel. 
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Leadership service projects shall be meaningful service not normally expected of a Scout as a 
part of his school, religious, or community activities. 
 
From the Eagle Scout Leadership Service Project Workbook (18-927D, 2003 
Printing): 
 
…. 
 
As stated in The Boy Scout Handbook: While a Life Scout, plan, develop, and give leadership to 
others in a service project helpful to your religious institution, school, or your community. (The 
project should benefit an organization other than the BSA.) The project plan must be approved 
by the organization benefiting from the effort, your unit leader (Scoutmaster, Varsity Scout 
Coach, Venturing crew Advisor), unit committee, and by the council or district 
advancement committee before you start. You must use this Eagle Scout Leadership 
Service Project Workbook, No. 18-927D, in meeting this requirement. 
 
Does the leadership service project for Eagle have to be original, perhaps something you dream 
up that has never been done before? The answer: No, but it certainly could be. You may pick a 
project that has been done before, but you must accept responsibility for planning, directing, and 
following through to its successful completion. 
 
Routine labor (a job or service normally rendered) should not be considered. Work involving 
council property or other BSA activity is not permitted. The project also may not be performed 
for a business or an individual, be of a commercial nature, or be a fund-raiser. (Fund-raising is 
permitted only for securing materials or supplies needed to carry out your project.) 
 
How big a project is required? There are no specific requirements, as long as the project is 
helpful to a religious institution, school, or community. The amount of time spent by you in 
planning your project and the actual working time spent carrying out the project should be as 
much as is necessary for you to demonstrate your leadership of others. 
 
A look at some projects other Scouts have done for their Eagle Scout Award illustrates that your 
project can be to construct something or can be to render a service. Scouts have 

 Made trays to fasten to wheelchairs for veterans with disabilities at a Veterans 
Administration hospital. 

 Collected used books and distributed them to people in the community who wanted and 
needed, but could not afford, books. 

 Built a sturdy footbridge across a brook to make a safe shortcut for children between their 
homes and school. 

 Collected and repaired used toys and gave them to a home for children with disabilities. 
 Organized and operated a bicycle safety campaign. This involved a written safety test, 

equipment safety check, and a skills contest in a bike rodeo. 
 Surveyed the remains of an old Spanish mission and prepared an accurate map relating it 

to the present church. 
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 Built a “tot lot” in a big city neighborhood and set up a schedule for Boy Scouts to help 
run it. 

 Set up a community study center for children who needed a place to do schoolwork. 
 Trained fellow students as audiovisual aides for their school. Arranged for more than 200 

hours of audiovisual work. 
 Prepared plans for a footbridge on a trail in a national forest. Worked with rangers to 

learn the skills necessary to build the structure, gathered materials and tool, and then 
directed a Scout work group to do the construction. 

 
Your project plan must be approved by your unit leader, unit committee, and council or district 
advancement committee before the project is started. The following questions must be answered 
before giving this approval: 

 Who will benefit from the project? 
 How will they benefit? 
 What official from the group benefiting from the project will be contacted for guidance in 

planning the project? 
 How many people will be recruited to help carry out the project? 

 
Remember, the project must be approved before you begin, so make sure all signatures have 
been secured before you start the project. You must be a Life Scout before you begin an Eagle 
Scout leadership service project. 
 
Although your project was approved by your unit leader, unit committee, and council or district 
advancement committee before it was begun, the Eagle Scout board of review must approve the 
manner in which it was carried out. The following must be answered: 

 In what ways did you demonstrate leadership of others? 
 Give examples of how you directed the project rather than doing the work yourself. 
 In what way did the religious institution, school, or community group benefit from the 

project? 
 Did the project follow the plan? 
 If changes to the plan were made, explain why the changes were necessary. 

 
As you plan and carry out your leadership service project, use this workbook to record your 
plans and progress. Remember that others will be reading these pages. You should print, type, or 
write legibly using black or blue ink. Complete the form on a computer if you have access to an 
electronic version. You may add as many pages as needed to thoroughly complete the workbook. 
 
…. 
 
Plan your work by describing the present condition, the method, materials to be used, project 
helpers, and a time schedule for carrying out the project. Describe any safety hazards you might 
face, and explain how you will ensure the safety of those carrying out the project. 
 
If appropriate, include photographs of the area before you begin your project. Providing before-
and-after photographs of your project area can give a clear example of your effort. 
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…. 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: You may proceed with your leadership project only when you have 

- Completed all the above mentioned planning details 
- Shared the project plans with the appropriate persons [beneficiary representative, unit 

leader, unit committee, district advancement committee] 
- Obtained approval from the appropriate persons [beneficiary representative, unit 

leader, unit committee, district advancement committee] 
 
Record the progress of your project. Keep a record of how much time you spend planning and 
carrying out the project. List who besides yourself worked on the project, the days they worked, 
the number of hours they worked each day, and the total length of time others assisted on the 
project. 
 
If appropriate, list the type and cost of any materials required to complete the project. If your 
original project plan changes at any time, be sure to document what the change was and the 
reason for the change. 
 
The length of time spent should be as adequate as is necessary (sic) for you to demonstrate your 
leadership of two or more individuals in planning and carrying out your project. 
 
Hours I spent… 
 Planning the project: 
 Carrying out the project: 
 Total hours I spent working on the project: 
 
Hours Spent by Scouts, Venturers, or Other Individuals Working on the Project 
 [Space provided for “Name”, “Date” and “No. of Hours”] 
 
Total number of hours others worked on the project: 
 
For a grand total, add the total number of hours you spent on the project to the total number of 
hours others worked on the project: 
 
Materials Required to Complete the Project 
 [Space provided for “Type of Material” and “Cost of Material”] 
 
List any changes made to the original project plan and explain why those changes were made. 
 
Including photographs of your completed project (along with the “before” photographs …) helps 
present a clearer overall understanding of your effort. 
 
…. 
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Using the Eagle Scout Leadership Service Project Workbook, the candidate must select his Eagle 
service project and have the project concept approved by his unit leader, his unit committee, and 
the benefactor (sic) of the project, and reviewed and approved by the council or district 
advancement committee. This workbook must be used in meeting this requirement. 
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